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The classical notions of solution, to an ordinary differential equation, are 
sometimes insufficient. Three generalisations have been proposed (Filippov, 
Krasovskij, and, implicitly, Hermes). The first part of the paper studies these 
concepts; it is shown that, in very general circumstances, the last two are 
equivalent (and sometimes one of the alternative descriptions has a decided 
advantage over the other). Subsequently the results will be applied to optimal 
control theory and to differential games. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are two problems in ‘applied’ differential equation theory for which 
the standard concepts of solution are inadequate. 
The first appears in optimal control theory; a typical example concerns a 
linear equation * = Ax - Bu with control values u(t) bounded a priori, and 
minimisation of time to reach target (or of fuel consumption st ( zc(s)~ ds). One 
is led to study an appropriate ‘feedback equation’ R = dx - BE’(x) with the 
term F(x) discontinuous (essentially because the optimal controls t t+ u(t) are 
themselves discontinuous). The crucial question is uniqueness and continuous 
dependence of solutions to the initial value problem into positive time (existence 
is ensured otherwise; uniqueness into- negative time usually fails, trivially). 
Obviously none of the usual approaches to uniqueness theorems is even remotely 
related to this situation. As concerns references, the minimum time problem is 
classical, [14], [lq; see [lo] for.&-optimisation; the significance of the uniqueness 
problem is discussed in [ 111. 
The second problem is a basic one in differential games. The general setting 
includes a differential equation, k -2 f(~, p, 9); the two parameters p, 2 represent 
the actions of the two players, often with aims that are opposed in some sense 
and degree. Many examples suggest that a natural mode of play is ,p = p(x), 
4 = q(x); and the first player’s aim is to choose p(x) so that a given goal is 
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attained, against all ‘action’ q(x) of his opponent. As before, quite often the 
‘best’ choices are discontinuous; and this makes the model itself questionable, 
since there is no assurance that any trajectory at all will ensue from a given 
choice of player controls, f = f(x, p(x), q(x)). Several ways to by-pass the 
problem have been suggested. In one, artificial small time-delays 7 are intro- 
duced, the players take turns, and subsequently one takes 7 ---f 0 (e.g. [6]); the 
essence is a partial reduction to difference (rather than differential) equations. 
Or the information pattern is completely changed: one player is confined to 
controls depending on time alone, the other to strategies without knowledge of 
his opponent’s future action (the idea is due to Varaiya, and used in [12]). Or, 
finally, the players are to agree in advance that they will use only those control 
pairs p(x), q(x) f or which there is a solution to z? = f(~, p(&y), q(x)) (e.g., [20], 
[2]); this is obviously open to all manner of objection, but seems closest to the 
heart of the matter. In this the natural first question is to the existence of solu- 
tions. These by-pass techniques are often combined; e.g., PSeniZnyj’s c-strategies, 
or the ‘constructive’ trajectories of [1X]. Th ere ensue complicated and arbitrary 
seeming definitions; the implied justification is that, it is for these concepts that 
one can prove the assertions to follow. 
Obviously, what is really needed in these problems is a natural and satisfactory 
theory of discontinuous differential equations. The present paper is a contribu- 
tion to this; it attempts to bring together the work that has already been done, 
and develop and apply it. 
Some remarks on notation and terminology. For subsets X, Y of Euclidean 
n-space Rx, X + Y denotes the set {x + y: JZ E X, y E I’), B is the open unit 
ball {.x: 1 .u 1 < l}; with some abuse of notation, x + EB is then the open c-ball 
centered at x. If one uses this ‘operator’ notation, another symbol is needed for 
set-theoretic difference, and we use an inverted slash X\Y. For MC R”, E% M 
denotes closure of the convex hull of M. 
Null sets in R* are those whose n-dimensional Lebesgue measure is 0. The 
abbreviations are standard: AC is absolute continuity (and not alternating 
current), a.e. is “almost everywhere. ’ In R1, intervals are to be non-degenerate, 
i.e., contain more than one point. 
For set-valued mappings. t w S, , the Aumarm integral s: S, = si S, dt is 
the set consisting of all si s(t) dt f or Lebesgue integrable s(.) with every value 
s(t) E S, ; see [ 11, [ 151. The set-valued mapping x H S, is lower semi-continuous 
iff the set 
(x:S,nG# m> 
is open for each open G, and the mapping is measurable if this set is measurable, 
again for each open G. (For more information on these topics see [21].) 
A brief description of the contents. Several types of generalised solutions, 
called Filippov, Krasovskij, and Hermes solutions are described in Section 1; 
this also contains explanatory material and some examples. In Section 2 we prove 
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a local existence theorem for Hermes solutions (under almost no assumptions 
at all); the apparatus, Euler-Lebesgue approximants, is then studied further. 
The classical closure theorem is carried over to Rrasovskij solutions in Sec- 
tion 4; a consequence is that usually each Iirasovskij solution is a Hermes sob- 
tion. The converse problem is solved in Section 5, via a new version of a 
measurable selection theorem. 
The following material is to appear separately: Hermes’ concept of stability 
with respect to measurement, and uniqueness theorems; applications to the 
two problems with which this Introduction opens: time-optimal control of 
linear systems, and general strategies in differential games. 
Many of the technical results on the ‘calculus’ of set-valued mappings (in 
particular, Lemmas 4.2 and 5.4) are mere extensions of known results in case 
the set mappings involved are measurable [ 1, 15,2 11. The present generalisation, 
to possibly non-measurable mappings, is not vacuous, but is actually needed for 
the main results; and it has rather interesting consequences. Lemma 5.3 is 
concerned with approximate ‘tracking,’ over an entire interval, by a ‘bang-bang’ 
control. The elementary proof follows that of Hermes ([14], Lemma 2, part (c)) 
Since far going generalisations of the bang-bang principle are available and 
known, Hermes’ idea should provide much stronger results, 
2. GENERALISED SOLUTIONS 
First, the classical concepts. We refer either to a single differential equation 
i- = f(t, ‘T) 
or, more generally, to a control system 
(1) 
[here f: Rr x Rn + N” and f: R1 x Rsi x R”” -+ Rn, UC Rrr: respectively). 
It should be emphasized that there are no assumptions on f; however, we often 
assume that f is locally bounded (i.e., bounded on each bounded subset of its 
domain), and, occasionally, that f is measurable in t (t ~f(t, X, U) measurable 
for each fixed X, u). 
DEFINITION 2.1. A function X: J -+ Rn (J an interval in R1) is a classical cx 
Newton solution (Jlcsolution) to (1) iff 
k(t) = f(t, x(t)) (3) 
for all t E J. It is called a Caratheodory solution (or %-solution) to (1) iff it is AC 
on each compact subinterval of J, and (3) holds a.e. in J. 
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There follow the definitions of generalised solutions. To describe the first two, 
a little preparation is useful. Assume given a set-valued mapping F, from points 
(t, X) E R1 x R’” to subsets F(t, X) C P. We define operators K and F, 
KF(t, x) = (1 =F(t, x -t EB), 
E>O 
-- 
FF(t, x) = (I n csxF(t, (s + &)\Z) 
E>O null z 
(B is the open unit ball in P). This will be applied with F(t, X) = f(t, X, U). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let E: J -+ Rn (Jan interval in RI) be AC on each compact 
subinterval of J. Then x is called a Filippov solution (or P-solution) of (2) iff 
k(t) E Ff(t, r(t), U) a.e. in J, 
and a Krasovskij solution of (2) iff 
k(t) E Kf(t, r(t), U) a.e. in J. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let X: J + R” (Jan interval in R1) be AC on each compact 
subinterval of J. Then x is called a Hermes solution (or &?-solution) of (2) iff 
there exist measurable functions p, : J -+ RT1, uL : J -+ U and V-solutions xii of 
such that 
9 = f(C Y + p,dq, %(t)) 
P, + 0, x’k 4 x 
uniformly on each compact subinterval of J. 
DEFINITION 2.4. In addition to (2) consider the corresponding autonomous 
version: 
& 1, 
“2 =f(E,x,u), UE u. 
(5) 
Then X: J- R” is called a Hermes solution in the extended sense (or P*- 
solution) of (2) iff the function t E+ (t, x(t)), mapping J + R1 x R”, is a Hermes 
solution of (5) in the sense of 2.3. Analogously for .9* and X* solutions. 
These shall be our basic concepts; historical and technical comments, and 
examples, follow. For simplicity, in these we shall usually refer to (1) rather 
than (2). 
The %‘-solutions were designed to treat equations (1) where f(t, X) depends 
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continuously on X, but possibly discontinuously on t [3]; e.g., linear equations 
ff - AX = v(t), where the forcing term ‘p may be discontinuous. In this the 
concept is spectacularly successful: for instance, in the linear case all is smooth 
sailing as long as p(e) is Lebesgue integrable, a far weaker assumption than one 
usually needs. 
In Filippov’s definition [4], the crucial point is the ‘minus a null set 2’: the 
concept is set up to ignore possible misbehaviour off on sets of small measure 
(in state space). The EB term is introduced to obtain room for this to function, 
and is ultimately done away with by taking E -+ 0 via intersections. 
Krasovskij’s definition [1.7], [18, pp. 40-421 uses the c-device above to take 
into account the behavior off at nearby points (the fact that the K operator is 
formally simpler than F could hardly have been the initial motivation). 
For Hermes solutions we refer to [14], but the reader will not find the explicit 
definition there. Hermes showed that every F-solution (of autonomous (1)) is a 
uniform limit of %-solutions .zcR to ‘inner perturbations’ p, , as in Definition 2.3. 
Subsequently he defined stability with respect to measurement by requiring 
that every V-solution be uniformly approached by all such V-solutions X~ with 
the same initia1 datum. In Definition 2.3 we merely gave the limit a name. 
As concerns Definition 2.4, there is obviously no need to introduce the 
extended version of Newton or Caratheodory solutions. However, starting with 
Filippoc solutions, a distinction appears. This might be ascribed to the un- 
deniable fact that the state and the time variable do play diverse roles in (l), 
and the effect begins to be felt. (One might even modify the doughnutfcoffee-cup 
description of a topologist to apply to differential equationists.) 
The study of differential equations discontinuous in the state variable ivas 
begun by Fliigge-Lotz ([13]; for an account see [S]). 
Xest, comments on details in the definitions. 
These have been shorn of all assumptions on the right-hand sideJ. Xo doubt 
Leibniz might object to a lack of continuity in f for Jf/^-solutions; but the point 
can be made that, e.g., the requirements usually made & init& in describing 
g-solutions properly belong in the Caratheodory existence theorem. Similar 
remarks apply to the other concepts, particularly to that of .F-solution. 
AI1 the definitions but the first have the prerequisite that the solution be 
absolutely continuous. The aim is to eliminate the ‘singular’ functions x having 
k == 0 a.#e., which thus have no connection with their derivative (within a 
differential equation, this would be disastrous). 
The convex hull device that appears in K, F and Definition 2.2 may seem 
artificial.. Xote, however, that this is all that can be detected by scalar ‘observa- 
tions’ c*x(.) of the solution. E.g., an AC function s has .i.(t) E Kffx(t)) a.e. iff, 
for every constant vector c, the derivative cT% lies between lim sup and lim inf 
of c’f (x $ EB) as E ---f 0. (Similarly for F, and essential lim sup, [4].) 
The ‘inner’ perturbations pk(.) of Definition 2.3, as in i = f (cc + pL(t)), may 
be constrasted with ‘outer’ perturbations qk(.) in 2 = /‘(x) + qk(t). On the one 
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hand, for continuous f, every small inner perturbation obviously “is” a small 
outer one, 
2 = f(x + Pk(9) = f(x) + 4k(Q, 4k = f(x + PA - fW 
Even without continuity, the converse holds in the limit: if R =f(x) + pk(t) 
andwesety=x-s’q,,then 
s 
t 
9 =f(r+pJ and I%--+& Y-X for ps = qR . 
One is tempted to say that inner perturbations are more appropriate for dis- 
continuous right-hand sides; in any case, they are at least as general, in the 
above sense. 
Even if the functionf is not measurable, Definition 2.3 requires that the p, , 
uk , and also the V-solutions .xk , be measurable. It turns out (see the next 
section) that this can always be ensured. 
Of the generalised solutions, the most closely related seem to be X and 
Z-solutions (at least, both have to do with different species of inner perturbation, 
EB and pk(t)); and one is led to conjecture at least one containment relation. 
Observe, however, that in Definition 2.3 there figure measurable selections 
uk(t) E U, and uniformly (rather than pointwise) small state perturbations. All 
this will be treated in Sections 4 and 5. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. The dynamical system is planar, with 
1 for y < 0, 
R = 1, j= 
< 
(6) 
-1 for y > 0. 
Off the x-axis all solutions are JV and V. Next,’ consider solutions on [0, + LX) 
with initial value on the axis, y(0) = 0. 
There are no J(r nor +F? solutions (the vector field has ‘jammed’ the solutions, 
or the x-axis consists of end-points). Obviously 
Ff(xo to) = Kf(q, > 0) = ((1, Y): I Y I < 11; 
thus x(t) = x,, + t, y(t) = 0 are 9 and X solutions. Since there are no further 
types, the X solutions have continuous dependence on initial data (into positive 
time). Observe that, for the inextensible solutions, we have %? n 9 = o 
(solutions defined over as large a domain as possible). 
EXAMPLE 2.6. We modify (6) on the x-axis only: 
/l 1 *y--1, 
‘1 
$=&I 
for y < 0, 
y = 0, (7) 
‘-1 y > 0, 
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The S-solutions are, of course, as before. Each K~(;Q , 0) is a triangle with 
vertices (1, &l), (--1,O); in particular, any function x(t) with j “(t)l < 1 and 
r(t) z 0 defines a X-solution. One of these is an JV and %-solution: I = 
x,, - t, r(t) f 0. Observe that V-solutions and P-solutions have continuous 
dependence on initial data, X-solutions do not; and that %-solutions need not 
be F-solutions (thus the Filippov solutions are not generalisations of classical 
solutions). 
The example is essentially the same as that of [4], Example p. 104. Granted 
that uniqueness of -P-solutions is an important property, the fact that @- 
solutions need not be T-solutions can be disastrous. The reader is referred to 
1141, Example 2, p. 159: even in a linear system with a cost-optimal feedback 
control for ??-solutions, if one allows R-solutions only, there need be no optimal 
controls (precisely because the optimal solutions are not in F)~ This is quite 
surprising since F-solutions do satisfy a rather strong version of a closure 
theorem [4, p. 1091. 
k.4MPLES 2.7. Let N C R1 be a non-measurable set which is dense and also 
has dense complement [13, p. 701; let x be its characteristic function. For the 
equation 
k = x(x) 
obviously all Kx = [0, I]; thus the .X-solutions are precisely the non-decreasing 
functions with Lipschitz constant 1. Constants ?cO $ N are g-solutions, and 
probably there no others. 
Later we will show that the X-solutions are precisely these X-solutions; 
these are AC, therefore measurable, and so are the perturbations pk(.) in Defini- 
tion 2.3. One might imagine that they have to thread their way carefully within 
the non-measurable function X(W) of (8). 
Consider also the equation 
Then there are no Y, 5, nor S-solutions (the derivative of an AC function is 
measurable). On the other hand, if (9) were made autonomous as in (4), the 
situation essentially reverts to (8) and there do exist .S* and X*-solutions. 
These last examples were rather extreme. The author does not propose to 
spend his declining years solving non-measurable differential equations. But it 
is quite useful not to have to check for measurability always; especially since (as 
subsequent proof will show) nothing is gained by requiring it. 
We shall not deal with Newton solutions (note JV C % if Newton solutions 
are AC locally, e.g. if f in (1) is locally bounded). ,4t this stage we have the 
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following general containments, for solutions of a single equation (1) or system (2). 
Indeed, obviously 9 C S*, etc. ; and P C X follows from Ff C Kf; which then 
also yields S* C X*. Similarly, f E Kf provides V C Z, and p, = 0 in Defini- 
tion 2.3 yields % C A“. 
The following presents a simple condition (a weak form of piecewise con- 
tinuity) for S= = X. This is useful since a lot is known about F-solutions, 
thanks to Filippov [4], while the information on X-solutions is rather meager. 
The extension of the result to systems (2) is immediate. 
LEMMA 2.8. Consider 2 = f(x) under the following assumption on f: thme 
exists a disjoint decomposition 
R” = u n.fi with AiI, C Int Mi , (11) 
and continuous fi: R” -+ R” such that f = fi on IV& . Then each Y-solution is an 
SF-solutiolz (so that 9 = Z). 
Proof. It suffices to show ICf CFf, or that f (X + EB) C f ((x + &)\Z) for 
each x E R”, E > 0, null set 2. Take any y E I* + EB, find K so that y E Mk (thus 
f(y) = X(y)). From (1 l), there exist yj + y in Int Mk; obviously we may even 
take yj E Int Al,\2 and, of course, yj E x + EB. By continuity, fk(yj) -jfiz(~l), 
so that f(y) is in the closure off ((x + d?)\Z) as asserted. 
We note that the condition in (11) is essential; e.g. in (7), the set where 
2 = - 1 has empty interior, (I 1) is not satisfied; and, in fact, 9 f X. For an 
instance, see [7, p. 4611: on the switching surface, the feedback control is 
arbitrarily defined as 0 (with disastrous consequences, [9]). 
3. EXISTENCE AND APPROXIMATION OF HERMES SOLUTIONS 
The section is concerned with differential equations 
.k = f(t, x) (1) 
rather than control systems. Here the function f: R1 i< R1’ -+ R” is said to be 
measurable in t iff t F-+ f(t, X) is measurable for each fixed x E R”; this is satisfied 
trivially if, as in Corollary 3.2, (1) is autonomous. 
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THEOREM 3.1 (Existence for Z-solutions). Let f be locally bounded and 
measurable in t. Then, fey any i&al data t, , x0 , there is a Hermes solution x(.) 
q (1) with s(tJ = x0 , dejined at least on some inta.val (to - E, to f l ). 
Proof. In the usual manner we need only consider t, = 0, x0 = 0; treat 
only a right neighbourhood [0, C) of t, = 0; and assume that f is bounded 
globally, by some constant gj: otherwise one replaces f by a bounded function 
which coincides with f inside an appropriate neighbourhood of the nominal 
position. 
For each 6 = 1, 4, Q ,... construct the analogue of the Euler polygonal arc, 
a function J( .) as follows. For j = 0, l,... we set tj = j8, ~1~ = 0, and then 
y(t) = Yj -I- J”tf(s, Yj) ds in [tj , t,j+l], 
where yr:+r = y(t,.+,). Then y(.) has Lipschitz constant y’, and 
Y(t) = f(t, 3(t) f p(t)) a.e., 
where 
Thus J?(. j is a %-solution of the perturbed equation (2) vvith inner perturbations 
p - 0 uniformly as 6 --j O+. Since all ,17(o) = 0 and y is a common Lipschitz 
constant, the theorem of ilrzela and Ascoli applies. Thus some subsequence of 
the 3’ =J~ converges uniformly; by definition, the limit is a Z-solution of (1). 
COROLLARY 3.2. In (1) let f be locally bounded. If (1) is autorzomoq tiaez 
locally there aTe S-solutions to any initial data; even ;f (1) is zot autonomous, 
then locally there aye at least X*-sol&ions to presuibed initial data. 
By inspection of the proof (construction of y(.)) it is easily seen that the 
standard extendability results apply: x( .) is defined globally on R’ if f is bounded, 
or has linear growth, etc. 
It is now natural to ask whether the &-solutions obtained by the construction 
above, approximation by “polygonal arcs,” are in some way special, or constitute 
a yet further interesting class of generalised solutions. A negative answer (in 
essentially the most general case) is provided by Proposition 3.5, with apparatus 
prepared in 
LEivnvra 3.3. Let x: [0, I] + R” satisfy a Lipschitx condition. Then. for every 
E > 0, there is a closed null-set Z and a Lipschitx function y such that 
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and which is ‘piecewise linear’ in the sense that 
for all t in any comnponent (ol, p) of [0, l]\Z. 
Proof. The Lipschitz function x is AC, so the derivative k(a) exists outside 
a null-set 2, . Thus, for each a: $ Z, , sufficiently small /3 - a > 0, and all 
t E [a, ,B], we have 
1 x(t) - x(a) - (t - cd) R(a)] < E(t - a). 
Therefore there is a disjoint (hence, countable) collection of such intervals 
[Q , /3J, covering [0, l]\Z, up to a null-set. In particular, 
P, 11 = u (% 7 Pk) ” z meas Z = 0, Z = Z 
(we have included the end-points of the intervals in the null-set Z). 
Now, let y(.) be linear in each (01~ , fir), or rather 
y(t) = cc + X(Q) + (t - %) +%) for tE[ak,fiJ; (3.1) 
The constants C~ are as yet undetermined. We wish to make y( .) at least con- 
tinuous. If ti + t+ with all t, ti in the union of our intervals, 
then necessarily t = /Ik , and 
(since the closed intervals are disjoint, with full measure of union). Analogously 
if ti --f t-. We obtain two conditions, right and left respectively: 
lim ci = ck + (44 - 4%) + (PI, - 4 %J>, 
lim cj = ck . 
To achieve this, set up the saltus-function 
It is well-defined: absolute convergence is ensured by estimate (3): C 1 ... [ < 
c(t - 0) < E. It is left-continuous, and right-discontinuities occur, at most, 
at the points /3k . Finally, we redefine y( .) throughout [0, l] by 
X(Q) + (t - oi&) .+.J 
Y(t) = c(t) + lo 
if t E [Q , hl 
if t I U [ai , PiI; (5) 
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then y(.) is continuous, and “piece-wise” linear, with (3.1) satisfied for cP = 
C(olk) = c(t). 
Let us now estimate x - y, first at times t in some [Q , PJ: 
x(t) - y(t) = (x(t) - x(cqJ - (t - cdk) q’(iyfc)) + c(t), 
x(t) -y(t)] < e(t - q,) + c E(,$ - CLJ < E(t - 0) < E 
by (3). From continuity of x andy, the same estimate extends over [0, 1] entire. 
Next, let us show thaty is a Lipschitz function. (Note that 1 j(t)] = / *(=)I < h 
a.e. is not sufficient: y could still be singular, or have a singular component.) 
Take t > s in [0, 11, both in some of our intervals: 
%i < s < Pi 9 01k < t < p,; . 
The case j = k is trivial; assume, therefore, pj < E+ . Then 
y(t) - y(s) = c(t) - c(s) + X(Q) + (t - q.) k(q) - S(cij) - (s - OIj) Lqol,). 
Here the term (see (4)) 
so that 
c(t) - c(s) = c = (j’“th) + 1 , 
s<B_s,<t s<ni<C(<t 
y(t) -Y(S) = ~(~ij - qij + (pr - ajj qLlljj 
t s<a;BI, (*) + 4%) t tt - 4 “*cd 
- x(q) - (s - aj) k(ixj). 
Here the terms ~.(a~) cancel, as do the ~+(a~); the sum is split into two, each 
converging absolutely; and terms x(t) - x(t), X(S) - X(S) are added: 
= S(S) - idPi> + C (X(ai) - LX(&)) - *Y(t) + X(olp) 
+ 46 - $4 (6) 
f (Bj - J) *“(ai) + c (pi - %,) *(ai) ;- (t - (YB) k(q). 
If X is a Lipschitz constant for A(.), then it now follows that 
1 y(t) -y(s)/ < (t - s)X + (t - s)A + (t - s)h; 
again, the estimate is extended over [O, l] by continuity, y(.) has Lips&& 
constant 3X. 
This, together with (4) and (5), establish the assertion. 
There is a generalisation, with Lipschitz condition on s, y replaced by 
absolute continuity only (more work is then done on (6)); we shall not need this. 
For readers familiar with the concepts of Riemann and Lebesgue sums, there 
is a curious consequence: 
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COROLLARY 3.4. For evHy integrable v: [O, l] + Rn, 
limit taken over suitable disjoint decompositions 9: 
[O, 11 = u (% I Plc) u 2, meas 2 = 0. (7) 
Proof. Set x = Ji v and use the generalisation of Lemma 3.3. 
We shall say that y: J --+ R” is an Euler-Lebesgue approximant, for a differen- 
tial equation j = g(t, y), iffy(.) is BC, and there exists a disjoint decomposition 
~2: J = U (ak , &.) u 2 such that 2 is a null-set, and 
for Olk < t <pk. (8) 
In this connection, the mesh size of 9 is sup@, - 01~). 
PROPOSITION 3.5. In (1) let f be locally bounded. Then every H-solution x(.) 
(on a compact interval) is the uniform limit of Euler-Lebesgue approximants yk to 
paturbed equations 
9 = f (4 3’ + PkW p, -+ 0 unifmmly. (9) 
Every unzjro,m limit of Euler-Lebesgue approximants to (9), with mesh sizes tending 
to 0, is an X*-solution of (1). 
Proofs. Since &‘-solutions are themselves uniform limits of %-solutions (of 
suitably perturbed equations), it suffices to prove the first assertion for x(.) a 
%-solution, on [0, 11. 
Then X( .) is AC: from the assumptions, the points f (t, x(t)) admit a common 
bound, so that x satisfies a Lipschitz condition. Apply the construction from 
Lemma 3.3. We have (7), y(.) is AC, and on each component (CQ , pk.), 
jJ(t) = i(cQ) = f (oIk )x(qJ)- 
= f 6% , U(%) + P(%)), 
where p = x - y satisfies 1 p(t)] = 1 x(t) -y(t)\ < E by (5). 
For the second assertion, note that every E -L approximant for (9) is, 
according to (8), a V-solution to 
3 = f (t + (% - 4, Y + PkW, 
where ak - t -+ 0 uniformly if the mesh sizes tend to 0. 
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4. CLOSURE THEOREM FOR KRASOVSKIJ SOLUTIONS 
LEnwts 4.1. Let t t-+ C, be a set-valued mapping zukose values C, are compact, 
comex subset of R”, all contained in a common ball. Thn si C, is compact and 
convex. 
Proof. The set is convex by Richter’s theorem (e.g., [16], p. 26); obviously 
it is bounded. To prove it is closed, assume cP( t) E C, a.e. and 1: cIz( t) dt = xk: -+ x. 
All ck(.) belong to a closed ball of finite radius in L,-space; this ball is weak star 
compact, and the weak star topology restricted to this ball is metrisable. Thus 
we have sequential weak star compactness, and may assume that the original 
sequence converges to an L, function c(.) (in the weak star topology}. It follows 
that 1: c(t) dt = X. Also, there exists a sequence bk(.) of suitable finite convex 
combinations of the cx.(.) which converges to c(.) a.e. Convexity of the sets C, 
of values yields that each bk.(t) E Ct a.e., and compactness of C, yields c(t) E C, 
a.e. Thus indeed x E si C, . 
Remz~k. In the case that t ++ C, is also measurable, this is a special case of 
a theorem due to Aumann (e.g., [16], p. 29); and our proof is a minor modifica- 
tion of part of this. Absence of measurability assumptions will be important later. 
LEMMA 4.2. For t E [0, l] let t t-+ S, be a set-valued mapping, wlwse values 
me all contained in a common ball of R*. If x: [0, I] -+ Rn has 
x(t) - x(s) E j” s, (2) s 
(for aZE t > s in 10, l]), then x(.) is AC and satisJes 
In particular, 
a.e. 
x(t) = x(O) + jot k(r) dr E x(O) + j” c7?x S, 
0 
for all t E [0, 11. 
Proof. From uniform boundedness, x(.) satisfies a Lipschitz condition; thus 
it is AC. Take any countable dense set c, , ce ,... in lP (these will be used as ‘test 
directions’). Then, for any fixed x E Rn and SC Rn it is true that x E cvx S if 
(from density), and only if, 
c,=x < sup c=s for each k = 1,2,... . 
Now assume that (3) fails, on a set of positive measure. Then, on a possibly 
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smaller set RI, still of positive measure, we have more: there exists a single test 
direction c = ck , and E > 0, such that 
sup crs, < s-.2(t) - 2E (t E M) (4) 
(here t t-+ sup cTSt may not be measurable; and we proceed to bypass this). 
Set p(t) = CT*(t) - 3~, and take any point t which (i) belongs to M, (ii) is a 
point of metric density of M, and (iii) is a Lebesgue point of v (recall x E AC, so 2 
and 40 are I.,). By definition of derivatives, for arbitrarily small h > 0. 
q(t) + E = c’k(t) - E < ; cT(x(t + h) - x(t)). 
From (2), there exists t i--t s(t) E S, with 
x(t + h) - x(t) = jttLh s(r) dr 
(s(.) possibly depending on t and lz). Then 
CT@@ + h) - %?(t)) = jtt+h CT++) dr =s I,,, f 1 
I\M 
with I = [t, t + h]. On In M we estimate via (4), 
CT@@ + h) - @)> G j&+) dr f j CT+) dr 
I\M 
Note that both cTs(.) and v(.) are uniformly bounded; if a! denotes a bound, 
s 
t;h 
< p)(r) dr + 201 meas([t, t + h]\M). 
t 
We use this estimate in (5), 
v(t) + E G $ j”‘” v(r) dr -i- 21 
meas([t, t + hl\M) 
t measLt 3 + hl 
for arbitrarily small h. As h -+ Of, from our choice of t (see above), the last 
term tends to 0, and the integral term to F(t). The contradiction q(t) + E < q(t) 
concludes the proof. 
THEOREM 4.3 (Closure theorem for .%-solutions). Let XB(,) be ~rasonskij 
solutions of 
j = f(t, y + P&Y), %(t> Y>> + dtv Y) 
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on [O, 11, ED&?. 
z&t, y) E U, and P,~ ---f 0, qs -+ 0 1cniformEy; 
assume th,at f is locally bounded, and U bounded. 
43.1. If the x~(.) converge uniformly, then the limit function is a Krasovskij 
solution of 3i = f (t, x, u), u E U. 
4.3.2. Unless ~$0) --+ W, some subsequence of the x~(.) does converge un;for~zly, 
at least oz some [0, E] (with E > 0 depending o~zly on f, U, lim inf 1 x,(O)\). 
Proof. First assume xk + x uniformly; choose E > 0, 6 > 0 arbitrarily. 
Then, for large indices, 
I Pd.)1 < 6, ! qs(.)l < 6, I XI;(.) - x(.)1 < E 
on [0, I], so that, a.e., 
Qt) E zi (f(& x&) + EB, U) f SB) 
Cca,?c(f(t, x(t) + 2EB, U) + SB). 
It follows that, for any t > s in [0, 11, 
xk(t) - X&)E I'z(f(~, x(rj + 2&, Uj + SS) dr. 
The assumptions of Lemma 4.1 are satisfied; hence, on taking limits as k + a), 
x(t) - x(s) E 1’ cnx (*-a). 
s 
By Lemma 4.2, x(.) is AC, and 
3i(t) E mx (f(t, x(t) + 2d?, U) +- SB) 
Take limits over a sequence 8 + 0 to obtain 
ax. 
qt)E cvxf(t, x(t) + 2&, u> 
and then over a sequence E -+ 0 to verify 
a.e., 
%(t) E Kf (t, x(t), U) a.e. 
Thus indeed x(.) is a -X-solution. 
For the second assertion assume only ~~(0) -+ co. Then ~$0) -+ x0 for a 
subsequence yi = xk,.. and point x0 . We may now include y,(O) - x,, into the 
inner perturbations pi.), and assume from the outset that all y,(O) = 0, Choose 
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any a: > 0, set ,8 = sup 1 ,f([O, I], (CL + l)B, U)I + 1. Then, for t E [0, /3/a] (and 
large indices i: 1 pi 1 < 1 > / qi I), one has ri(t) E ClB, since 1 ~(t)j < B there. 
Thus all ~,~(t) remain in a bounded portion of RrZ, and their derivatives are 
uniformly bounded. From the theorem of Arzela and Ascoli, a subsequence 
of the ~7~ (a subsequence of the x7,) converges uniformly on [0, /3/a]. This con- 
cludes both proofs. 
COROLLARY 4.4. For % =f(t, x, u), u E U, witk f locally bounded and U 
bounded, each Hemzes solution is a KTasovskij solution. 
Proof. Take any Z-solution x(.), and the appropriate %-solutions x,; --f x 
of 9 = f(t, J + pk(t), U) (plc - 0 uniformly). Trivially, the xk(.) are Z- 
solutions; thus by Theorem 4.3, x = lim xk is a .X-solution of our equation. 
5.3r” cz* 
The source of some results on non-measurable equations is the following 
trivial miracle. 
LEMiVIA 5.1. Let x H F(s) be a set-nzapping, frompoints x E Rk to subsets of R”. 
Then the set-mapping 
.w++F(x+ G) 
is lowerr semi-continuous if G C R” is open. 
Proof. For any (open) H C R’I”, 
(x: F(x + G) n H i D} = (-G) -+ (y:F(y) n H i m}. 
Since G is open, so is -G, and thus also (-G)+ (any set). 
LEMMA 5.2 (Moveable Caratheodory’s Theorem). Assume that all values 
f(x) E cvx F(x), where f : Rk + Ii” is measurable, x t+ F(x) is a measurable set- 
valued mappitzg, and each value F(x) is closed (in R”). Then 
f(x) == f a,(x) fk(X), fk(?) EF(-% 
0 
for suitable measurable 01~: R” + R, , fk: RX’ - R, . 
(The proof appears in [16] as part of Theorem 8.4, pp. 29-30. The version 
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of Filippov’s Lemma used here, with closed values instead of compact ones, 
is in [12], p. 218.) 
For the next assertion the notation is as follows: E”” is the standard Fz-simplex 
in RnzL1, 
and the set of its verices is 
p = r, 
I 1 ,..., e,,t+l. . eh- basic unit vector in R”‘+l). 
LEMMA 5.3 (Bang-bang tracking). Let t w- B(t) be an intepable n ;X (m $ I) 
math, and E > 0. For easy solution of 
it(t) = B(t) u(t), u(t) E E’“, Aft,) = x0 
tkere is a solution of 
j(t) = B(t) u(t), v(t) E PI, Y(to) = x0 
with ail / r(t) - y(t)! < E. 
Proof. Assume to = 0, choose 6 > 0 (to be fixed later). Apply the bang- 
bang principle (Theorem 8.3 in [16J) t o each interval [M, (k + 1)6), K = 0, 
il,... . There results a measurable control v(.) with all values in Ym, and a 
corresponding solution y( .) such that 
y(kS) = x(kS) for k = 0, fl,... . (1) 
To estimate x - y at t, find closest K6, and use (1): 
1 x(t) -y(t)\ = /(x(t) - x(kS)) - (y(t) - y(kS)j/ 
once we choose 6 so that the L,-function B, or rather its AC integral, satisfies 
1 
t+s 
sup ] B(s)/ ds < E - (2m)-l’“. 
t -t 
Remarks. There is no limit version of Lemma 5.2. E.g. for a = 1, 3 3 1, 
.IC~ = 0 and [- 1, l] in place of El, consider u E 0. Then controls z( .) with al! 
1 v(t)\ = 1 do approximate x = 0, but cannot match exactly. The proof follows 
that of Hermes ([14], Lemma 2, part (c)). There is an obvious extension to 
linear control systems ,i: = A(t)x + B(t)u. 
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LEMMA 5.4 (Approximate measurable selection). Assume that 
~(4 ~f(q(t) + Q, U) + P ~2.e. (2) 
where the functions p, q: R1 + R” are measurable, Q C R”, UC R”‘, PC RIP, 
f : RF” x R” -+ Rn. 
Then, for any E > 0, there exist measurable functions a, 6, 11 such that 
PO> =fW + 4th W + b(t) a.e., 
a(t) E 0 + 4 b(t) E P + EB, u(t) E u. 
(3) 
(B is the unit ball in R*). 
Proof. Set 6 = e/2. Since p, q are measurable, they can be uniformly ap- 
proximated by ‘simple’ functions: 
I p(t) - p’(t)1 < 6, I 4(t) - 4V)l < 67 
p’(t) = 1 PkCkO)> q(t) = c wk(t)s 
with constants p, , qk in R”, and the’ ck( .) characteristic functions of measurable 
sets Ek C R1, same for both p and q. From (2) 
P’(t) Ef(q’(t) + Q’, U> + P’ at. 
(here Q’ = Q + 6B, P’ = 6B). At t E E, 
P, Ef (47; + 0’9 U) + P’. 
For each k choose (constant) solutions to (4). 
pk==f(qk+a;,uk)+b;,, 
ai E Q’, Uk E u, bf E P’, 
(4) 
and use these to define simple functions 
a;(t) = 1 t&,Q(t), b’(t) = 1 b&(t), u(t) = c u&,(t). 
Obviously these are measurable, and map into Q‘, U, P’ respectively. Thus 
p’(t) = f (q’(t) + a’(t), u(t)) + b’(t) a.e., 
and (3) holds on absorbing the differences p’ - p, q’ - q into the terms b, a. 
Remarks. Note that t ~f(q(t) + u(t), u(t)) is measurable even if f is not. 
The result is an approximate implicit function theorem: in the result there 
appear e-terms even if Q = P = 0 initially. There is a significant difference 
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between our result and, e.g., Filippov’s Lemma. There the selection is ‘point- 
wise,’ or stroboscopic in the terminology of [12]. Here it is not even almost- 
stroboscopic. Some generalisations are immediate: the domain of t could be fz;“‘, 
U might well be replaced by measurable t ++ U, , andf(q, U) replaced byf(t, y, u) 
depending measurably on t. Finally, Rn and R” could be repIaced by a separable 
metric space, and RR1 by a set with a a-algebra of sets (relative to which one 
would interpret measurability). 
THEOREM 5.5. In the autonomous control system 
Lt = f(S, u), UEU (3 
let f be locally bounded, and U bomded. Then ever-v Krasovskij solution is a Hermes 
solution. 
Proof 5.5.1. Consider any Krasovskij solution x(.) of (5) on a compact 
interval J. We wish to find measurable p,: J- R, with p, + 0 uniformly, 
and ?Z-solutions X~ of j = f( 3’ f pJt)~> such that xB - x uniformly. 
5.5.2. Choose E > 0. Then, a.e., 
k(t) E Kf(x(t), U) C&$(x(t) + EB, U) 
C cvx(f(..-) + EB) C mx(f(--) + EB). 
We intend to apply Caratheodory’s theorem in the version of Lemma 5.2. For 
this we need to verify measurability of the set-mapping 
t-f@(t) + EB, U) + &, 
and this follows from Lemma 5.1, with F(x + G) = f(r + EB, U), and con- 
tinuity of t t+ x(t). 
5.5.3. From Lemma 5.1, 
k(t) = $ a.Jt) b,(t) a-e. 
0 
with measurable o(~ > 0, x 01~; = I, and also measurable b,: J + Rn, whose 
values satisfy 
bR(t) Ef(x(t) + EB, U) + EB Cf(x(t) + EB, U) + 2cB. 
We propose to apply bang-bang tracking to (6), ZA(.) being the vector function 
with coordinates a0 ,..., 01, . That t I-+ B(t), with columns b,(t), is integrable 
follows from the boundedness assumptions onf, U, J, and continuity of x(.). 
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5.5.4. From Lemma 5.3 it now follows that there exists an AC function y: 
J -+ R”, and integrable a: J--f R”, such that 
I s(t) - y(t)1 < c (all t E J), 
j(t) = a(t) ~f(x(t) + EB, U) + DEB a.e. 
From (7), .$t) + EB Cy(t) + 2cB, so that 
j(t) ~f(y(t) + 2<B, U) + 2eB a.e. 
5.5.5. We may apply Lemma 5.4 directly: 
j(t) = f(y(t) + ztqtj, u(t)) -t we(t) a.e. (8) 
with zur , zap: J ---f 3<B, u: J + U all measurable. Next, the term wa is absorbed: 
write z(t) = y(t) - j” ws(s) ds, h = length J, to obtain 
I r(t) - x(t)1 d 34 
y(t) + WI(t) = z(t) + w(t), I WWl d 34 + 4, 
(9) 
still with ZL’(.) measurable. Then from (8), 
k(t) = f(z(t) + W(t), u(t)) a.e. 
Thus .a(.) is a V-solution; finally, from (7) and (9), 1 z(t) - x(t)1 < ~(1 + 3h). 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary, the ??-solutions ,a(.) and inner perturbations w(.) do 
have the required properties. 
COROLLARY 5.6. For autonomous co&ol systems 2 = f (x, u), u E U, with 
bounded U and localb bounded f, the Hermes and the Krasovskij solutions coincide. 
COROLLARY 5.7. For control systems & = f(t, x, u), 11 E U, with bounded U 
and locally bounded f, tke Hermes and the Krasovskij solutions, both in the extended 
sense, coincide. 
Proofs (Corollary 4.4 and Theorem 5.5). The scheme for generalised solutions 
is now as follows: 
/$-c&-*=x* 
u u U 
.F c .x 3 3 
u 
+I? 
none of the inclusions is an equality in general. The last vertical X C X* may 
be completed with a middle term, limits of Euler-Lebesgue approximants. 
Some remarks in conclusion. 
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The difference between 2 and F-solutions is that, in the construction of F 
(Section 2, (4)) some small sets have been subtracted. It might be instructive to 
omit other types of small set, e.g. closed nowhere dense, or first category. The 
first questions to be asked are whether there is an analogue to Fj(x) f o (under 
mild conditions, cf. [4], Lemma l), and also to a closure theorem. 
We have shown 2 C SK; the converse containment holds for autonomous 
systems, or under a measurability condition. Can the gap be closed? 
The S-solutions of say li: = f(x) obviously do what they were designed to- 
ignore misbehaviour ofJ on null sets. There is still the question, s&at else do 
they do. In detail, suppose a X-solution x(.) remains a X-solution for every 
equation k = g(x) with (f + g> a null set; is then x( .) necessarily an F-solution ? 
In the preparation of this paper, the author is indebted to many of his 
colleagues for their views, comments, and suggestions; in particular, to Professor 
George Leitmann, and to the referee. 
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